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Dean Burton Replies to Art Building Criticism
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Criticism by faculty members of the new Art and
lledill buildings at .ittt Jose State College? was answered
Executive Dcan Grant C. Burton, the college offraidv bY
far the conduct of the building program.
responsible
hcial
’ Dean Burton directed his reply principally to staterows attributed to Horst De La Croix, assistant professor
Spartan Daily. In a signed article by
el art, in Friday’s
Doily Reporter, Mr. lk La Croix
Spartan
Oert Taylor.
described
the Art building as an
have
to
wis reported
stupidity."
"architectural
In his vigorous reply. Dean Burton said:
Mr. De La Croix in his unreserved criticism of the new
on the San Jose State College campus has
Art Building
out of context or has not learned to
quoted
either been
qualify his statements properly. The article in question
drays Mr. De La Croix as being very upset over certain
Ileged architectural dificiencies of the building, lie terms

it an "architectural stupidity"
pure invIctive coming from one
who Is not an architect or structural engineer. In a manner which
smacks of the criticism of the
"ivory towered academician" without relationship to economic,
structural or administrative considerations, he says that the building is unique In that it does not
meet the needs of an art department.
In preliminary planning stages a
building committee of the Art Department under the chairmanship
of Dr. Herbert Sandeis, duly appointed by the then head, worked
with administrative officials of the
college to prepare educational specifications for the structure, This
bound statement of the functional
(as differentiated from the aesthetic) needs of the department
was given dutiful consideration by

the Division of Architecture and
the screening agencies of the State
Government. individual instructors contributed the data for their
own areas. (Mr. De La Croix, a
relative newcomer to the college,
has started teaching in the Art
History Area since the early planning was accomplished. His area
was represented, however, in the
statement of functions.)
Oportunitlem were afforded
the Art Department to go over
the plans and make comment*,
especially in the early stages of
the building development. Naturally the ores,. of Sun Jose
State Colic, enrollment made
It bnpraille I to make wholesale changes or changes resulting from differences of personal opinion once the planning had
crystalized. Any possible delay
in the completion of the building

by fall of 1959 luul to be avoided. But Inuertauch Si. user two
years elapsed between crystalization and the start of college
planning, It would !WPM that any
conscientious critic had time to
be heard.
Consequently, if the building
should not meet the functional
of the Art Department, in
=Is
t cases the department itself
would be to blame; fur State Officials did not attempt to dictate
the layout of equipment within
rooms or the location within the
building urea of these rooms. Certainly some financial limitations
were imposed, but these generally
were not intended to affect function. They probably did affect the
aesthetics of the structure. But,
although it is not an architectural
shrine, it is, as the present Head
of the Department states, "a good

classroom building," which, after
all, seems to be the most defensible aim of the State Division of
Architecture and the Department
of Finance in spending public
funds in an era of known difficulty
in State financing.
Perhaps Mr. De La Croix, if faced with the problems of the Department of Finance or with having his own taxes raised to pay for
aesthetics, might qualify his opinions and reserve his criticisms.
If Art Department Instructors
find the building to liwk aesthetic. appeal, dessplte the fact that
the final plans of the building
were drawn up by Stone, Patterson, Mulloy, and 5lisnwhini,
noted architects of Sun Francisco, and its color scheme developed by Arthur Morgan, Inc.,
one of the outstanding interior
decorators of the. same city,

then what an opportunity they
!We to enhance It at modest expense to the public. with their
own artistic creations.
Many departments on the campus feel that the Artists have
"never had it so good" and would
welcome an opportunity to get
into facilities of comparable nature. It does not take an architect to see that the new art facilitx is better (not just batter,
but infinitely better) than the old
art building.
Mr. 1* La Croix declares the
building to lance the wrong orientation and to be the wrong shape.
All art classes cannot expect to
have pure north light except in a
very long single loaded corridor
building- -out of the question here
because of space limitations. As a
matter of fact, pure north light
I Cola inued on Page 41

Art Gallery Praised

thin
Pa

Maria Morgan, fine arts editor of the San Jose Mercury and
of the "magnificent new art building.’ at San Jos*
State College in yesterday’s Mercury-News entertainment section, which devoted nearly a full page to the art department,
its exhibition gallery, and to Warren Faun, who is the gallery’s
director. Said she, The new gallery on campus is a giant step
forward in the cultural development and the artistic growth of
the college." She quoted Mr. Faus as saying, the art gallery at
"San Jose State College is unique since it is the only professionally designed and planned gAllery to be budt by the state
at any of the state college campuses.

News, spoke
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oung Demos
Get New Life
PETE WALLS
Wire Editor
The Young Republicans
.lab at San Jose State Colege faces opposition in the
((lineal arena here for the
ird time in two years.
Young Democrats moverat. headed by Bill Ash, a
Us

?Ant Court justice, is near recition as a campus organization.
And already members are levelly loaded ideology weapons at
eir long-standing opponents.
Said Ash hod Friday, "If we
hate an opportunity to disagree
olth them (the Young 1Republitaw, so’ will. There’s no great
liar between us."
The former Young Democrats
has been inactive for two
and by law, must submit
constitution for sanction
’talent Council before it can
live again as a recognized
ampus group.
20 STUDENTS MEET
roup of 20 students met last
- for an organizational meetAsh was named temporary
man until club elections next
r,er

Ash pnoiented a request to
Student Council In October, ask ’ R recognition as a campus
PAP.

The club had been dormant for
year, and very ineffective for a
at’ prior to that. The council is
ed to act on the new constiion this week.
Meanwhile, Ash has applied for

abbetical Report

temporary recognition from the
college administration.
"We want to get out the vote
during next year’s political campaigning," Ash said. Top Democratic candidates and supporters
will be invited to !QS to speak
on national and state issues.
don’t think you could call us
liberal," he said. "I think we’re
more middle-of-the-road. But that
will depend on the issue."
The next meeting of the club is
Dec. 16. The place and time have
not been decided yet, he said.

MARGARETHE BERTELSON
... 1960 Rose Queen

Model Selected
1960 Rose Queen

Nineteen-year-old
Margarethe
Bertelson, a Pasadena City College
1 orreign cover
n pthaseadlet
Rosesign
in
on New Year’s Day.
Miss Bertelscn, who defeated
more than 2000 women students
for the Rose Queen title, also was
a finalist in the contest last year.
The 5’8" coed is a sophomore
and attended Pasadena High
School. She is an Adrian model
and has worked In radio,

’Ed uca tion
Nuclear Age’
Lecture Topic

"Education in the Nuclear Age"
will be the title of a speech by Dr.
Alfred R. Summer, associate professor of geography, San Francisco
State College, Dec. 15, 10:30 a.m.
in Concert Hall.
The lecture is sponsored by the
College Lecture Committee.
Dr. Summer has traveled
throughout the world to study not
only geographical configuration.%
Is elementary school music. "I but (he relation between man and
like to pick up all I can of folk his environment.
Ile was the first professor in the
music for those classes," she
U.S. to develop the "air field trip"
said.
in which his students take a tour
"The most interesting country,
by plane over various areas of
musically, was Bali, Indonesia,
study throughout the world.
where we saw many native dances
in the villages as well as the
more famous Balinese dances,"
Mrs. Boothby explained.
In India and Japan the tour
went into the hack country and
visited parts of the countries not
usually included on tourist trips. , Between 1i5 and 70 students had
Mrs. Boothhy said the most signed up for Spartacamp counbeneficial part of her trip was selor positions by Friday afternot In hearing music hut In MP. noon, Don Brown, camp director,
Ing new governments set tip In said Friday.
Asia, "They are progressing
"But we’re extending the signslonlv but they are certainly up time until noon tomorrow. We
said.
need at least 80 persons from
on their way," she
A darker side of her trip was a whom we can choose. This gives
glimpse of the effects of commun- us a better selection," Brown said.
During the first two days, Wedism. At points along the border of
China, the group saw the chains nesday and Thursday, the turnout
was very poor, he said. Only 13
put up across the road at night.
She agreed readily that the trip people had signed up by Thursday
benefitted her work with students. afternoon. The rush begin Friday.
Interviews of prospective coun"Any traveling that is worth mentioning gives you a new viewpoint selors will be held tomorrow, Wedand a better undertsanding of nesday and Thursday front I to 4
p.m. in Adm218,
people," she explained.

Prof Travels
Round World

Erihr’s NoteEach yin about 15
Kelt,/ members at Safi Jose State
ale sabbaticel leaves and receive
for duty off the campus. The
rejects the faculty members tale up
Y be at home or abroad, but the
f must be designed
to be of ben lo the college and its students.
hit is the Crst in a
series of erper
ces of 12 faculty members who
reerred this semester
from sabbatical
4,11%.
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ll MELVA VOLLERSEN
.In energetic San
JOST
Idly’ tiIti..y’
instructor recent,.
’penta three month’s sab.hi. id leave touring the
,,r1(1 and has returned with
a better understanding
of
eople."
"I got myself
on a plane and
ent around
the world," stated
Lydia W. 13(tothhy, associate.
of music.
’11’" Purpose of Mrs. Iloothhy’s
4.’t

tires

WAS

to study folk music,

and songs of the various
ntriet she visited
as a member
’ ed
tour for students and
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Will Discuss
College-U.C. Roles

Blood Donor Meet
Permit Slips
Available

Y Members
Study Peace , ,toutdirnenatm, elsnitl
Plans Today
Members of the Spartan Y will
study plans for an Inner Peace
Study Group at 3:30 p.m. today
at the Y building, according to
Bill Jonas, executive secretary.
When organized, the study group
will meet once a week, he said.
Such topics as causes of hostility
and aggression, national aggression and personal aggression will
be subject of discussions, Jonas explained.
Methods that will be used to
study the questions will be role
playing, social drama and self rating aspects of the problem, Jonas
pointed out.

NO. 49

Date Extended
For Spartacamp
Job Sign-ups

Pledge cards and permit slips
are available today at the booth
in the Outer Quad for students
planning to give blood in Thursday’s Selah Pereira blood drive.
Students under 21 must have
their parents sign permit slips in
order to donate, Dianne Fammatre,
drive chairman, said.
Cards will be available through
the actual donation day at the
same location. The drive will be
held in the Student Union from
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The annual spring blood drive
is handled on campus by the Community Service Committee.

Representatives of all California state colleges and the
University of California began meeting in Berkeley to
day to decide on a plan for
the relative educational positions of Cal and the colleges.

The Master Plan is scheduled to
be presented to the Legislature
next month for consideration. SJS
Pres. John T. Wahlquist is representing. the college at the three-1
day meet.
The, plan, a survey report, will I

Ike’s Message:
’We Want Peace’
ROME (UPI )President
Eisenhower arrived in Rome
Friday in a driving rainstorm
at the start of an 11 -nation
tour and said in earnest
tones, "I bring a simple message from America . . . we
want to live in peace."
Warm applause followed the
President’s remarks, made as he
stood with bared head under the
partial shelter of an airport balcony. His voice was firm as he
said he hoped his peace message
"will be bend in every country
which I visit."
Eisenhower bared his head when
the anthems sounded and then his
welcomers covered him with an
umbrella for the walk to the balcony where he delivered the first
speech of a peace campaign that
will take him halfway around the

world.
"We want to

be given to a liaison committee of
the State Board of Education and
Cal’s Board of Regents later in
the week for consideration before
it is submitted to the Legislature.’
Granting of doctorate degrees
by state colleges is one of the
Items to be discussed. The Muster Plan, deriding as it will the

lag hands across the sea as reiathee, in justice and in freedom."
Eisenhower expressed his particular thanks for the warm welcome by Italian President Giovanni Gronchi, and Gronchi replied,
it "is certain you will make an effective contribution to the cause
of the West and of the cause of
peace which we all are serving."
Gronchi said despite the multiparty Italian system, which includes a powerful Communist faction, Italy’s tribute to Eisenhower
"is unanlmous--I want to stress
the word ’unanimous.’"

Graduation Slated
In New Location
For the first time, fail semester commencement exerchsee will
be held in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium, according to Or.
Ralph It. Cummings, commencement committee chairman.
"Previous locatinn)s haven’t
been too successful," Dr. Cummings said. "We need it larger
place to accomodate everyone."
Last year the exercises were
held at the fairgrounds. The
year before they were held in
the gym.
Ferckesi are ’scheduled for
rid a, fan ’,/

live in peace and
friendship, with freedom," the
President repeated.
"This message, I hope, will be
heard in every country where communications are free.
"I am exceedingly proud as I
start this trip to land in this
great city which so long was the
center of western civilization," Eisenhower said.
He added that "blood ties"
linked the two countries because
of the 10 million persons of Italian
ancestry In the United States, and
The amount of advertising sold
he said Italy and the United States
would continue to stand and work by the Spartan Daily ad staff is
3000 inches ahead of last year.
together for world peace.
The staff, under direction of Bill
"Our friendship is not only
official, but one people clasp- Crawford, advertising manager,
has sold 15,000 inches to date as
compared to 12,000 inches last
Editor Needs Help
year at this time. In pages, this
Students interested in working figure adds up to 375 ’pages more
on "Spartan from the Start" may than last year.
sign up with the Student Union
This fact Is the reason for the
secretary, Mrs. Dorothy King, Aix and eight page papers put
through Thursday.
out by the Spartan Dailj reeentSection editors, writers and ar- ly.
tists are needed, according to Joan
The extra ads provide revenue
Peterson, recently appointed editor for extra pages and therefore more
of the publication.
news is available to the student.
"Spartan From The Start," an
The Spartan Daily is one of the
information booklet on clubs and country’s top college newspapers
traditions at SJS, will be issued to in relation to volume of advertisfreshmen and new students.
ing sold, Crawford said.

Ad Staff in Front

SiS Student
Helps Clerk
n Robbery

N1
i Ie
S sophomore
herb Masi was browsing at a
magazine rack Thursday. the
store he was in was robbed
of $60.

"You just don’t expect
something like that to happen to you," the San Mateo J.C.

relative positions of Cal and the
state colleges, may help determine future budget appropriations.
The early planning team was
able to achieve unity on education requirements, after many reported deadlocks.recommending
that requirements be stiffened to
send more entering students to
junior colleges.
The two systems were advised
by Gov. Edmund G. Brown to
"come up with something or we’ll
do It ourselves" earlier this year.
The Legislature instructed Cal
and the colleges to present a coordinated Master Plan for their
future growth by next month.

RC Lets Plea
For Drivers

San Jose’s chapter of the American Red Cross has issued an urgent appeal for civic-minded students.
Students are asked to give a few
hours of their time a day to make
station wagon deliveries of blood
plasma and to transport blood
Shortly after that, Masi said, donors to the blood center.
"This is a worthwhile Christmas
the clerk of the liquor store at
524 E. Santa Clara St., start- project for students," Dianne Pamed yelling for help. 5iaid freed matre, Community Service Comhim from padlocked, but ajar mittee chairman, said. The committee will conduct a campus
doors, and pollee were called.
The clerk described the suspect blood drive this week.
Interested students may call the
as medium height. middle-aged
with what looked like a gun in Red Cross volunteer office :I ("5’ press 2-6242.
a long suede jacket.
Masi was asked: if you had
known what was happening, et
you think you could have stoop’s,
the man?
He replied quickly: "I’m not
Radiology in connection with
sure I would have tried."
civil defense will be the chief concern of Dr. Earnest S. Greene, professor of physics, in addressing the
National Science Teachers’ Association tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
in S237.
A brief introduction providing
background for the talk will be
followed by a question -and -answer
session.
transfer said.
"This guy walked in," he explained, "paused at the magazine
rack and went to the back of the
store. After a while he came back
by and walked out."

Radiology Talk
Slated Tomorrow

Grad Dean
Helps Study
Instruction

Dr. James W. Brown, graduate
division head, has been named one
of five graduate deans in the T.;
western states to serve on the,
committee on activities for the
Western Assn. of Graduate
Schools.

srSPARTANS A
ig
rs

He will help work out a program of research and development
of graduate level instruction in the
western states.
Dr. Brown was appointed to the
committee by Dr. Herbert Rhodes.
graduate dean at the University of
Arizona, who is chairman of the
association,

ii
I
III

Others named to the committee
Dr. Harry Alpert, U. of Oregon; Dr. Milton Kleetzel, ITSC;
Dr. Charles W. Meister, Arizona
State College; and Dr. J. Stewart
Williams, Utah State University.
The association will meet next
in February.
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Men, here’s lust

a
one more way to
help you recognize
li
yourself in the
A.M. Wear Manhattan III
INITIALED clothes.
And it’s a mighty
1111
clever initial,
too ... it slips
in a special flap!
0
Fine colored
chambray shirts
II
at 5.95, shorts
2.50, pajamas a
I
mere 7.95 and 3
111
handkerchiefs for $2.
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LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

Monday, December 7, 1959

7000 Strong
We% e been spouting and spurting for
years to have more Dailys printed for student distribution. Students have been just
as insistent about getting more papers out
so they don’t have to be at the stands within
minutes after they are placed there to get
one.
Now it can be told!
The Daily is currently printing 7000
copies per day, a thousand more than was
printed earlier this rar. Due to the added
volume of advertising, the Daily has found
it is in a position to expand its number.
With a full-time student body of 11.000
and 3000 more attending part-time, 6000
papers just wasn’t enough. The added thousand has certainly seemed to solve the problem as we’ve heard few "I -Didn’t-Get-aDaily-Today" complaints.
The advertising staff under Advertising
Instructor Carl Hoffman and Manager Bill
Crawford can certainly take a bow. Last
Friday, his example, the paper had almost
A-1 Auto Insurance

Pay as you Drive
Special Rates for
Married Students

Phone CH 3-6116
Day or Night

On

3000 inches more advertising space than it
did a year ago. That’s progress!
Our added circulation has been a long
time in the planning stageever since Mr.
Hoffman went to the Board of Control last
spring. The Student Council approved the
move about a month ago and since then
we’ve been sitting on pins and needles hoping our advertising would pay for the added
papers. It has.
Mr. Hoffman estimates that an extra
thousand costs a little more than $14 per
day. The increased advertising has not only
paid for more papers but we’ve been having
six- and eight-page papers more frequently
than ever before.
We’re proud to be able to inform an
additional thousand of you students each
day. We hope that ours will be a long and
friendly relationship on both sides.
It’s a good feeling to be 7000 strong!
J.0.

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
96 F San Fernando

Patronize
Our Advertisers
lin with
ma Max ghtliman

(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf",’’ The Many
Loves of Dobie
etc.)

TV OR NOT TV
The academic world has made its first tentative steps into
televisiona few lectures, a few seminars, a few lab demonstrationsbut colleges have not yet begun to ’ase television’s vast
capacity to dramatize, to amuse, to stir the senses, to unshackle
the imagination. Like, for example, the following:
ANNOUNCER: Howdy, folksies. Well, it’s time again for
that lovable, laughable pair, Emmett Twonkey Magruder,
Ph. D., and Felicia May Crimscott, M.A., in that rollicking,
roistering fun show, American History 101 ... And here they
arethe team that took the "hiss" out of "history"Emmett
Twonkey Magruder and Felicia May Crimscott!
DR. MAGRUDER: Howdy, folksies. A funny thing happened to me on the way to my doctorate. A mendicant approached me and said, "Excuse me, sir, will you give me 25
cents for a sandwich?" and I replied, "Perhaps I will, my good
man. Let nie see the sandwich!!

vd1,2d-zuzzYou-rtin werat-us?’
MISS CRINISCOTT: Oh, how droll, Dr. Magruder! How
delicious! You’re a regular Joe Penner! ... But enough of
badinage. Let us turn to our rollicking, roistering fun show,
American History 101.
DR. MAGRUDER: Today we will dramatize the taut and
tingling story of John Smith and Pocahontas. I will play
Captain Smith and Miss Magruder will play Pocahontas.
ANNOUNCER: But first a message from our sponsor...
Folk.aies, have you tried Alpine Cigarettes yet? Have you
treated yourself to that fresh filtration, that subtle coolness,
that extra-long, extra-efficient filter? Have you? Hinnun?
... If not, wake your tobacconist and get some Alpinea at once!
... And now to our grim and gripping story. Picture, if you
will, a still summer night. An Indian maid stands by a moonlit
brook. Suddenly she hears a footstep behind her. She turns
MISS CRIMSCOIT: Oh! John Smith! You-urn startle-um
me-urn!
DR. MAGRUDER: Howdy, Pocahontas. What are you
doing by the brook?
MISS CRIMSCOTT: Just washing out a few scalps. But
what-urn you-urn want-um?
DR. MAGRUDER: I came to Sc,- the Chief.
MISS CRIMSCOTT: You-urn can’t-um. Chief is leaving for
Chicago.
DR. MAGRUDER: On what track?
ANNOUNCER: And speaking of tracks, stay on the right
track with Alpinesthe track that leads straight to smoking
pleasure, to fun, to frolic, to sweet content ... And now back
to theme two Kamera, Emmett Twonkey Magruder and Felicia
May Crimscott.
DR. MAGRUDER: Well, folksies, that’s all for today. See
you next week, Name time, same channel.
MISS CRIMSCOTT: Stay tuned now for "William Cullen
BryantGirl Intern."
ANNOUNCER: And remember, folksies, there was a time
when you needed to smoke two cigarettes to get what you get
from one Alpineone cigarette for light menthol, one for high
filtration. Today you can get it all in a single Alpine, which means
you no longer have to go around smoking two cigarettes at a
time, causing your friends to snigger, and violating the fire laws.
C len Maa *Whom
And speaking of TV, remember to watch Max Shulman’.
’The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis" on CBS every Tuesday
nightpresented by Marlboro Clgarettee, from thy maker.
of Philip Morris and Alpine.

FOR YOUR’NO POINT 5TAYIN6 IN A LOCKE0 iZOOM FEEL IN6 6ORRYNEXT
YEAR,"
5ELf MAYE3E 7W’ Pdatetk#070/65’ WILL Meg YOU

reads ’The expenditure of Associated Student funds from whatever source derived shall be made
only within the limits of the budget and for the purpose set forth
In the budget." Can we then assume that the income received
from the above mentioned sources
Is drawing interest or are the
monies included in the budget appropriations for the 1959-60 school
year?
SAM OBREGON
AF413 5148

student leaders in key student government positions are unable to
answer legitimate questions presented to them.
May I point out that this writer
does not intend to condemn the
leaders for not being able to supply specific information; but he
sincerely questions the seeming
lack of accurate financial information available to the general ’Review Compositions,
student body. The reason or reasNot Performances’
ons for not having specific inforEDITOR: Concerning the recent
mation may be due to the organreviews of the student music reizational structure of student government or it might lie outside
the scope of student government.
Whatever the case may be, why
aren’t positive measures initiated?
Some of the questions that have
been raised are as follows:

Club Plans
S.F. Dinner

1. How much income is received from vending machines? For
what swtivities is this money
used and what justification is
given for allotIng this money?
Who approves spending of thgse
funds?
2. What were the total receipts
received during the football season? Has this money been used?
If it has, for what purposes was
It expended?
Are guarantees included in contracts negotiated with other colleges? If any of these funds have
been expended, did Student Councilthe legislative body of the Associated Studentsapprove
the
expenditure of these funds?
A section of the ASB by-laws
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Phi Mu Alpha, men’s national professional music fraCditor! tAhiWRD.
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thrust and parry
ASB Finance Set-up
Questions Posed
EinTon: It seems that some

Phi Mu Alpha
Gives Recital
Tomorrow

The Northern California American Marketing Assn, will hold its
annual Christmas dinner Thursday at 7 p.m. at A. Sabella’s on
Fisherman’s Wharf. John Burt,
SJS chapter president, announced
recently.
Member reservations may be
made by contacting Burt this evening at CYpress 3-6339.
Marketing and business majors
Interested in joining the college
chapter are invited by Burt to attend next Wednesday’s meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the Cafeteria.
John W. Luke, IBM Branch manager, data processing division,
will talk on "Marketing 1960."
Club officers also will be nominated.

citals, we believe your reviewer is
overlooking two important points.
First, that to validly criticize a
musical performance one must
possess a fair degree of musical
knowledge, of which your reviewer
with almost every word exhibits
a gross lack; and second, that
these performances are given by
students in training and thus, in
using such unmusically critical
terms as have appeared in the reviewer’s column, she shows not
only lack of knowledge, tact, and
good taste, but is also stating what
is almost open insult.
Therefore, we suggest either
that your reviewer gain a great
deal more musical proficiency and
simple tact, confine her remarks
strictly to the compositions concerned but not their performances,
or that she not review at all .
EUGENE STERLING
ASB7287
CHARLES PRICE
ASS 12183
RALPH LOOMIS
ASB 4507

will begin the program with "Hail,
Sinfonia" by Sullivan.
Hindemith’s "Sonata for ClariCr,e Elmer Cox, Darla Grainger
Jot
net and Piano" will be played by Hopkins, Danny Matlow,
Ron Mlle
Millard Martin, claririet, and DonStreet.,CD::.
RATareptyror:sylre,rRM,M:audRI:volacnr,
daV,
I
F
ed’
l
l
j
a
Bi
rmast
s
enP,
ald Chan, piano.
Amelia Webb, Judy White, ’,1:WRe;i:i;
Doug WI
Bass-baritone J. Stephen Janzen Hams.
will present three numbers, accompanied by Rachael Perez.
Open at 4 p.m.
Strauss’ "Concerto for French
Pizza with a "Personality"
Horn" will he played by Don
Phillips; Donald Chan accomHOUSE OF PIZZA
panist. Violinist Martin Smith
395 Almaden Ave.
CY 7.99011
will present Bach’s "Partite in B
Nv3r 1,fa C
minor."
Next on the program will be
William Trimble, saxophone, presenting Heiden’s "Sonata for Saxophone." Mr. Chan will be accompanist.
Baritone J. D. Nichols will sing
Monteverde’s "Lasciatemi Morire"
and "Three Songs of Travel" by
1111:1111111
Vaughn Williams. Joan Moss will
be accompanist.
A clarinet sextet will end the
It E TIN lNTQ5I0
program playing "Notturno" from
Quartet No. 2 by Borodin.
"just
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SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE
for
Positions
with a
FUTURE
Secretaries are in demand
Prepare now for unusual job
opportunities! You can choose
one of several courses:
El Executive Secretarial
D Legal Secretarial
0 General Secretarial
Effective Placement Service
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THE

LARGEST SELECTION
OF SIZES, STYLES, AND
COLORS IN DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
By

Town & Country
Shoes
AMERICA’S BEST
SHOE VALUE

FASHION

Residence for out-of-town student,
525 SUTTER, cornea PowII
EX. 2-5232
SAN FRANCISCO

Open Monday and
Thursday Nights
Charge Acct.

A Campus -to -Career Case History
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feast
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the great campus
selection of
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styles at

Mark Dollard (center) discusses an impending customer service problem with two of his supervv.,xs.

There’s a message for you
in Mark Dollard’s progress story
Mark C.. Donald earned his I IA (If.gice
in English from Yale University in June,
1955. Ile joined the New York Telephone
Company the following July 18th. Three
and a half years later, he became a District Manager for the company in New
York Citywith a staff of 87 people reporting to him and responsibility for
49,000 customer accounts.
Mark’s choice of a telephone career came
after numerous job interviews in a variety
of business fields. "What sold me," he
says, "was the telephone company’s reputation for solid managerial training, stability and growth. And I was impressed
by the high caliber of people 1 met during
my visit to the company.’

Trim, tapered Ivy style slacks of
lightweight worsted flannel, hopsack
or twill. Two flapped back pockets
and no pleats. Sizes 29 to 38.1750
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

And those are the things to uhirh Mark
credits his rapid advancement. His train.
ing during his first two years covered a
wide range of activities ... including the
handling of customer contacts in the
business office, selling communications

3.0151’t’. to businessmen and supervising a
business office.
"It was the compan)’s igortnis growth
that created the opportunity for me to lit::
come District Manager in January. 1939,
Mark points out.
"What I like most about my present pas!:
lion is the variety of managerial responst
bilities I have," he says. "It’s interesting.
stimulating work. I deal with sales and
marketing programs, handle personnel
Problems and make a lot of public relations contacts."
*
*
The message for Lou? Stability, growth.
systematic training and genuine ethane...
silent opportunities all add up to recardinn
careers wish the Bell Telephone Companies
lie sure to look into the opportunitie- far
you. Talk with the Bell inlerviewer whim
he vi.its ’our campus and
read the Hell
Telephone I klet on file in your Plans
ment Office. You’ll like what you leant.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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rise at
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or 23 pairs. open tonight In the
which they
?wish "The Visit,"
1958.
began on Broadway In
begins in "HillJoan Fontaine
try,- a I1’ comedy, tomorrow
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Inge’s "The Dark at the Top of
the Stairs.’ on Dee. 21.

By ROBEHT TAILOR

only

Can
In?
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The

moat compelling
them.
the Lunts’ "The

productions is

miss Fontanne plays a decrepit
millionairess and former prostitute who returns to the shabby
European town of her childhood,
charging that Lunt was the father
of her illegitimate child.
She wants him killed, trying to
buy his death for "justice." Lunt
dies in a scene which would revolt
even the macabre poet Poe.

Miss Robinson
Presents Europe
Talk Tonight
"Europe, It’s Sights and
Sounds,"
an illustrated lecture.
will be presented tonight at 7:30
in M125 by Miss Frances Robinson, associate professor of music.
Miss Robinson toured Europe’s
music festivals this summer. Her
trip was sponsored by Mu Phi Epsilon, national professional music
sorority.
The lecture will be free and
open to the public
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CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

T SELECTION

OPTOMETRIST

fYLES. AND

Complete

examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
wie,t lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT
TERMS
Mention this ad ... when visiting goy of the Dr. Haskell Offices
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"Doing impressions is just too
limiting," Jordan explained. "I
know- - after ten years of doing
themthat it isn’t creative any
more."
Jordan is a
thin-haired, fast talking man who is enthusiastic
about his work-entertaining and
comedy- and says, "nothing is
more important to me than being
creative."

"The trouble," he went on, "Is
the trade turns their backs on
comics who steal routines; they
are indifferent to the P5’11. The
copy wright laws are too weak.
I have the ability to create original material. but there are Just
no many routines In one man."

He said, "I made up the whole
Sullivan hitthe cracking knuckb-s,
the little half-turn, the
holding the chin, the hunched
nhoulders--and now everybody’s
doing It: it’s gotten so had I
can’t even gel a job on television any more since everyone’s
doing my routines."

lie

Cited Mort Sahl as an original comic. "Sahl is a breath of
fresh air," Jordan commended the
bushy-headed
political humorist.
"He has the guts to do political
satire."
Jordan thinks Sid Caesar is.the
"greatest all-around comedian today," and that Charlie Chaplin was
the greatest "comic genius"; he
said W. C. Fields, the bulb-nosed
ad lib artist, was "the funniest
man who ever lived."

* DELVING EVEN DEEPER
into the Sullivan impression which
jet -rocketed him to fame, Jordan
said he invented all the tag lines
that Sullivan is now famous for.
, "Sullivan never said ’really big’
and he never said ’stiew’ for show."
He continued), "In fact most of
the famous people that are imitated never really said the things
they are supposed to have said.
Cagney never said: ’Youyou dirtee guy’, Bogart never said: ’Okay.
Louie, drop the gun’, and Grant
never said: ’Jooty, Jooty. Jooty’."
Thievery among comedians Ill
one of Jordan’s main sources of
anger; he has many. "I am one
of the three inost stolen -from
comedians today. To Illustrate
I was the first to do what Is
called ’sick’ comedy.
"I did it as ’inside stuffto
break up the other comedians; for
them it wasn’t 001 of place. Al-
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collar styles. $5.00.
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Each Saturday see the IIICAA football ’ Game of
.th Week" NBC TV -.p
d by ARROW.

do your Christmas shopping
nose.. for Gifts (1
Arrow ,Shirts
Cet a smart start on the Chrkinas rush and chop
now for the gift men love to receive ...
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Arrow oxfords. See our smart collar styles
that fit perfectly, stay fresh longer. In traditional
stripes. solids. white. $5.00.

7he klaPdrode
STORE
FOR MEN
Downtown San Jose S,nce 19254 San.a Clara & 2nd

you read of another advance in science ... whether its a space
vehicle streaking toward Venus or a submarine gliding beneath the polar ice.
These are the events that make headlines,. but even as they are announced
to the world, engineers and scientists are
planning new and greater achievements
-and research shows them the way.
Scientific research always has had an important role at
North American Aviation. Today, research projects are
underway at more than 185 laboratories in the six North
American divisions. They encompass the full scope of modern science.
EARLY EVERY DAY

Is air stiffer than steel?
Not all research has the headline appeal of a space ship
or nuclear power. For example, research engineers at the
Autonetics Division, which designs and manufactures spaceage navigation systems, found new and different ways of
building rotating bearings.. and found that air is stiffer than
steel for-some purposes. Improved gyroscopes and magnetic
recordings were important results of this research.
A cigarette’s place in research
Even the ordinary cigarette has a role in scientific research.
Scientists at the Aero-Space Laboratories, an organization
within North American’s Missile Division. use a burning cigarette in a still room to illustrate the difference between
laminar flow and turbulence in the boundary layer, the very
thin air space that lies along the outer skin of an aircraft or
missile. This research is part of a program to find ways to
protect missiles, satellites and space ships frOM burning when
they re-enter the earth’s atmosphere.

Or

Eu rope
$675

Orient
Den

that stays neat, Arrows are a pleasure to wear

NAA’s On-Campus Interviews December

Ustbehrvelale ter Coat

4 3.65

to a lion’s share of flatterythe kind you’ll
’find in an Arrow. In 100% cotton oxford
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SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS:

Travel with SITA

$100. Cell CY 5.7530

ARROW SHIRT

His voices of Groucho Marx, Sullivan, Desi Arnaz, Arthur Godfrey, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
are pin-point perfect.
"Not to be like others is the
most important thing to me,"
counters Jordan.
For a man who has hit the
bright lights by turning himself
into other people, this is a weird
turn of the cards.

The :44th consecutive performance of Ilanders Messiah" will’ be sung by the San
Jose Municipal Chorus to.
night in the Scottish Rite
Auditorium at 8:15.
Non -reserved seats will be

Cushman motor scooterMust sell $60
best offer, runs well. CY 5.5601.
- Mau.. modern 3.balrm., den. Oh baths
432 S 12th. owner. $21.300. CY 3.2010
eves.
Apartments for Reef
_
Dd.. ir
’Si Rabbit Scooter, 250
4.6414 211 .
free rent.
Apt. 3 or 4 male every ,e1Pn,... $250 Call CY
CY 2.2152.
Train sea, Lionel. 8 cars,
furn apt. New. S. 11th,
CL some nark. AN 6.7246 eves.
larb.

Billie Gallagher

BETTER IN AN

For holiday festivitiesor

1

Toward the conquest of Spate
The Rocketdyne Division has designed and built the bulk
nf today’s operating hardware in the high -thrust rocket field.
Explorer I. America’s first satellite, was boosted into orbit by
a Rocketdyne engine.., aid three -fourths of the power for
Able IV -Atlas -man’s first attempt to reach toward another
planet -comes from liquid -propellant engines designed and
built by Rocketdyne: Researchers at Rocketdyne delve into

14

the chemistry of propellants. the physics of engine components and what happens within them, ignition of fuels, combustion of fuels. an,1 the transfer of heat.
2,000 mph manned weapon system
The Los Angeles Division is the home of next -generation
manned weapon system, the Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie strategic
bomber. and America’s first manned space vehicle, the
X-15. Research engineers in this division investigate manufacturing techniques, conduct studies in aerodynamics, materials and processes. and thermodynamics. They also work
with physiologists, biotechnolncists, biophysicists, and psychologists to solve design problems concerning human capabilities and limitations that arise from modern weapons and
research systems.
Building better Navy aircraft
Analysis of aircraft carrier operation is a major research
project at the Columbus Division. This division designed and
built the Navy’s T2J B uckeye le t trainer and the Navy’s
All Vigilante Research activities
supersonic. all
are diverse here -from hoe to illuminate an aircraft cockpit
to developing unmanned vehicles and svidems to perform
within the earth’s atmosphere.
Developing the peaceful atom
The work at the Atomics International Division of North
American is part of a large national research effort aimed at
the peaceful atom. Success in tin development of economical
power from the atom depends on thorough knowledge in
every phase of atomic power systems and their materials of
construction. Atomics International research reactors are in
service
It rrice in Japan, D.:nmark, West Germany, West Berlin, and
Opportunities for college graduates
Today at North Ant an tiler,. Is outstanding opportunity
for young engineers who want to share the unusual creative
problems that face science You can rapidly build a sound
engineering career by working on the top-level projects new
underway. Visit your placement office where you’ll find all
the facts about a challenging and rewarding future with
North American.
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San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
Americo s greatest Rink -Td Piano stylist

YOU LOOK

Jordan attended the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, was
told once that he had no talent
for imitations and should forget
them, lip did, beginning in
straight comedy, then turned to
his Impressions.

’Messiah’ Chorus
To Sing Tonight

Autos For Sole

Sposlal NoNees
’
Wanted: 2 gutted* to play folk -type
in,.sir in restaurant with banjo picker.
CH 3.5978.
FOLK GUITAR- INSTRUCTION, INDIV.
or beg class. CY 3.1530.
Three Campus Reps. for TIME INC.
Magazines, NEW YORKER, READER’S
DIGEST. PLAYBOY. etc. Write "Campus
Jobs," 941 Spruce St. Berkeley 7, Calif.
Reeds
Student to work part time at
Millyiew Airport. Most be able to work
5120
CLB
Fr’clay.
to
one full day Monday

Authentic Barsarian Food
Music Every Night

music, will highlight tomorrow’s
Survey of Music Literature class,
11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.

* "ALL THE rock and roll
singers today are just an imitation of Presley," he said. "All the
popular singers have stolen from
Sinatra. The actors are all doing
Brand. Peggy King
swears she
isn’t copying Judy Garland, hut I
know she is- maybe unconscious.
iy." He said Frederic March was
a lot like John Barrymore.
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America’s Most Beautiful Hof brat:

directed by
professor

Buder,

Roof

430 mo, for
room for men students
wash. CV_I-1322$F5 & up, -PT.-Bath,
CY 4.6780.
re, 7
to campus.
re. $28, 505 S. 5th
ne-1
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Old World Charm in Dining

The Chorallers include Jo Ann 0
Bolander, Peggy Bari, Glenda Par* WILL JORDAN, the man who looks and sounds ker, Ruth Williamson, Karen Jasnore like Ed Stabs an than old Stone Face himself, is junk- cobsen, Barbara Johnson, Noreen
ing his crackerjack impersonationsincluding the Sulli% an Nordheim, Michael Chang, John Eq
Gomez, Stephen Janzen, J. D. NI-,
bitfor straight comedy.
and Manual Patterakis.
’
Why has Jordan. tagged "one of the world’s greatest chols,
The following vocal students of V,
mimics.’ by Eddie Cantor. decided to toss ten years of ins- Miss Maurine Thompson,
p?
professor of music, will sing at ’1
personations out the window?
The comic,
Thursday’s class meeting: Ernest
who hit big-time.-ranks with his impression of SulliMichael Chang, Barbara
van as a bug-eyed, hump-should- it, I see now that I created a Johnson, John Gomez, Stephen
monster.
ered, knuckle -cracking personalJanzen and Glenda Parker.
"Sick comedy is not in bad taste
ity on the latter’s show two years
when
those
who
hear
it
underago, frowned and said, "I hate the
stand it. It’s a little like a dirty
impersonations."
joke: when a dirty joke is told in
Jordan, appearing In his new
a room full of men it’s in perfectly
routine at the hungry I restaurgood taste; once a woman enters,
ant In San Francisco, gave hie
the joke is in bad taste; that’s
reasons Thanksgiving eve durhow it is with sick humor."
ing a half-time break.

free on a first -come, first -served
basis. Doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
Reserved seats may be arranged
35 So. First Street
CY 2-8081
by calling the ’Institute of Music.
CYpress 043304.
The performance will he directed by LeRoy V. Brant. Organist
oill he Lena Alice Guilbert pianist, Lucille Kirtley Thurmond.
I
Soloists will include soprano
Free Apt.men answer ,
Classified Rates:
I Georgia Prugh; contralto Marian
2736 after 6 p
25c a line first insertion
(’ornish: tenor Harold oxsen; and
Fare, apt. 2-bdwn. Water end garb
20e 4 line succeeding insertions
bass-baritone Elsworth Watston.
453 S. 9th. CY 4-1410 or AN 6 8726
2 line minimum.
Charles Daval, virtuoso trump.
2 modern fern. apts. for 3 or 4 students.
To Place an Ad:
283 E. Reed, CY 3-7103.
ter, will play his rarely heard
Cell at Student Affairs Office,
trumpet in I).
Shore Rentals
Room 16, Tows, Hall
San Jose State student Theo
No Phone Orders
2 girls to share new apt. I blk. from col. Winarske will he one of the singCY
7.3283.
ilsge.
ers.
Fourth girl needed for roommate. ModHelp WantitdMalo
ern apt. on S. 10th. $37.50. CY 5.4421
,
bartender to mm s code after 6 p.m.
- CM- cell UN 7-9924. Girl to share apt. with same. Pool. CV
7.75113.
Rooms for
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located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
f let and San
SAN FERNANDO) Also-199 S. First St (C
Call CT 7-1811O
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Ed Sullivan’s Double
Tires of Imitations
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Voice Students
Sing for Class
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Journalist Elected
APhi0 President

Francis Azimi Will Head Testing Unit
SJS Delegation to MUN Will Exhibit
In Aero Lab
Dean Burton Replies
,ittfoot exhibition trail;
’
Icr, housing a complete enTo Art Building
ironniental testing unit system, will be on display in the
ri icism
aeronautics laboratory this

""luate
wirzter major has been elt, t.
.,
ite
1iiiiia
by the International !Relations
lie dinner also will commemelected Jerry Heillord...enior orate the chapter’s 29th anitherClub to head an SJS delegation to
major. chapter sary as a recognized chapter of
the tenth annual Model United
pre.,ident of the national the national fraternity.
Nations Conference, to be held
Prior to the banquet, the fr.iseniee fraternity for the reApril 6-9 at the University of
mainder of the year and the ternity’s eight pledges will be forCalifornia.
(continued from Page 1)
mally’ initiated into the chapter
spring -enie-ter.
Irequirement even for some clasAssisting AzImi will be vicein the Campus Chapel.
Alsu elected vie:e Tim Lambert.
ses would require the placing of a
chairman Marvin Frankel, senior
The pledges are Roy Ito. pledge
vice president. Bob Allison. treasexistangle
to
oblique
building at
urer: Renae Cottam, recording se- president; Bob Cohn, pledge tree - ing structures, an arrangement political science major. Approxicretary: and Tornio Uchlyama, surer-secretary; Bruce Barton. aesthetically objectionable to the mately ten students will be in the
Bob Hunt. Dick Imperiale. Ted
corresponding secretary.
majority of people. The building delegation. San Jose State has
Silen. l’ent Vlautinand Pat Young.
officers
vi,ill
be,
is a U shape, a form which allows , sent delegates to the conference
The quintet of
be
C.
J.
Dinner speaker will
sworn into office on Dec. 13 at a ,1
for a maximum of natural ventila- for the past nine years.
Carlson. national board member
banquet to be held at Haven!). I
tion. We have numerous U-shaped
area.
Mr.
from the Los Angeles
IRC sleets the chairman and
buildings on campus, including
rewas
80’s.
Carlson. now in his
Tower Hall. Because of the Art vice chairman of the delegation
the
of
the
initiation
sponsible for
; Building U, approximate north In the fall semester so that preKEROSENE CLUB
chapter in 1939 to the national
light is available to all the paint- Umlaut-% %sort( ma% be done. The
365 E. Julian
fraternit
ing, drawing. and graduate stu- remainder of the delegation will
diesto which the Art Depart- he chosen by a student govern Dancing Nightly
:cent itself gave priority for such meat board in the spring. AcaWS -Ott. However, in Sun Jose, even deride units are gi.en for parAL BUCKLEY
pure north light needs reinforce- ricipution.
rment by electricity during most
QUARTET
1 WEDNESDAY
The club is the administrative
, days of the year. Skylights, the
.
State of C5l:form4.
and
agency for the model U.N. on
’
Croix
De
La
Mr.
absence of which
,,c,
ampus but membership is not
THREE CLEFS
, -e.s laments, are a continual mainten- i n order to be a delegate.
Folk Singing Nightly
I
insis,
of
the
one
ance problem and
ss
Dinners $1.50
tences of the Art Department dur- I Delegations from 93 colleges will
ling the initial planning was not to participate in the conference.
hae a "sawtooth roof."
Stanley Stevens, former IRC
A reversal of the existing president and last year’s delegahave
building orientation would
tion chairman, is now working as
resulted in excessive heat build- a conference officer for the United
Melric
up on the south side. South pat- , Nations in New York,
ios may be fine for private
lioffleS, but large south courts
Pharmacy
pose problems for public buildings. It would be well, too, to
.valt until the landscaping (now
"To Your Health, Sir"
out -to-bid) is in before expressing any final opinions. These
Immediate Prescription
SAN FRANCISCO (UPDThe
are some of the qualifications
Service
which must be considered along 1Rt. Rev. James A. Pike, Episcopal
with the positive "all black or Bishop of California, today voiced
We have the precise
all %Otte" statemens attributed opposition to President EisenRemedy only I block
hower’s decision to keep birth
to Mr. De La Croix.
away from your ills.
In the matter of the two com- contrcl out of U.S. political and
ments appended to the De La governmental relations with other
Croix article regarding the Health ccitntries.
CT 5-0828
188 SANTA CLARA (at S. 5410
Building, it should be said that the
Bishop Pike stated:
Administration realizes that "the
"The President has chosen to
building is nearly full." Full us- refuse, during the remainder of
age was intended. But the classes his administration, to allow this
can be phased out of the building nation of abundance to meet a
as the needs of the Health Ser- primary need of countries who
vices grow. In fact, the general want aid toward population conclassroom space is the safety valve trol to help avert increasing
starvfor the future expansion of the ation and misery."
’specialized facilities.
A "doctors’ call system"- a very
I elaborate and coldly method of
lintercommunication was requested
as installed equipment by thg,College for this building. Finance officials, while admitting the c,,,,-enience of such a system, v.nit convinced of its absolute
cessity. The College is attempting
’ to get this system or a reasonable
substitute added to the buildim
Anyone who has seen the el..
orate Xray and technical facilities of the Health Building must
give the State Screening Agencies
credit for being very generous to
Leave your sour perform- ...clean and adjust points
San Jose State College.
ance on our doorstep. We’ll ...tune-up your engine...
It is regrettable that such stateclean and regap your spark and see that everything’s
ments as those of Mr. De La Croix
plugs.. check distributor harmonizing just fine
should be made at a time when we
are negotiating with Sacramento
Service is our Business
agencies in efforts to obtain future buildings. His statements ate
incongruous with the very favorable reception of the Art Building
STUDENT..PARKING
and its Gallery in a recent article
IN.in the fine arts Section of the San
’cross from Student Union
Jose Mercury.
rvisiitly

Intervie

Bishop Pike
Opposes Ike

z

gweitti on6no tun -up in town!

a f ternoo n. according to
Thomas E. Leonard.. head of
the Aeronautics Department.
The testing unit, owned by the
Pure Carbonic Co. in Berkeley, is
expected to arrive by noon today,
Professor Leonard said. Company
employes; will demonstrate the
unit throughout the afternoon.
Specific purpose ’of the testing
system is to provide temperature
conditions that simulate those encountered in high speed as well
as high altitude flight.
The unit provides a controlled
environment through a temperature range from minus 100 degrees
to 400 degrees F. "This is a range
commonly experienced by missiles
in flight," Professor Leonard said.
All of the testing equipment demonstrated Monday is widely used
in the missile and aircraft Industry today, according to company
officials.
The demonstrations are open to
all interested persons, Mf. Leonard
said.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Freshman Class, meeting Eli8. 3:35
p.m., carroain speeches and La Torre
p;ctures.
ItrAC, rnee’:mg, CHI49 7 pm.
Junior Clow msehmg 5326 3:30 p
Sophomore Class, tneahng. CH227
3.30 pm.
TOMORROW
English Major-Minor Party, Cafeteria
Room 8 7:30 pin.
6111frill Pi Epsilon, membership meeting, TH I 11. 12:30 p.m.
National Science Teachers Assn., men’.
kg. 5237, 130 p.m.
Real Estate and Insurance Club, meet
ing. TH25A. 3:30 p.m.
Semitic rneeCnq, CH234, 12:30 p.m.,
spicier, Dr. Arturo B. Fallieo, ’ Dream
and Reality."
Shields, meeting, CH358.
4S5pa:Nn
6:

Home Ec Fraternity Initiates Four
A luncheonv.
Four girls were initiated into

Phi Upsilon Omicron, home eco- I the initiatioii at
d
nomics honor fraternity, last week. nOlOraU.
Cl
Guest speak..r
The new members are Loretta
El
Van
Grongian
viii, spoke
Dyar, Rita Crowell, Jeanine Kelon ti
Netherlands.
ley and Linde Handley.

15251Ft1t4545X
THE RAM’S HEAD

the young nun’:

NORFOLK JACKET
the country squire’s shooting jacket comes
to campus in velvety -soft corduroy!
Favorite of the "Roaring Twenties!" (a) Front
and back vertical strsps. (b) Dashing stitched
down belt. (C) Narrow lapels, (d) high gorge,
(e) natural shoulders, (f) 4 -button front, (a) 2
flap pockets, (h) side vents. Sand or Loden in
corduroy, (I) lined with ancient Madder. 1995

VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTERSAN JOSE

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

SANTA):

*APPROVED
*

YAGER & SILVA

Stationery, Mugs, Sweatshirts
T-Shirts and Hooded Jackets

VALLEY FAIROpen Monday-Thursday-Friday till 9:30

Christmas is nearer
and it is no joke.

DOWNTOWNOpen Monday and Thursday till 9:00

Record Specials
of the Week

th,
LL;

STEREO

Bobby Darin: That’s All
Reg. 4.98 Special

$

3 38

DOWNTOWN-266

So. First

VALLEY FAIRAt "C" Parting Lot
CYpress 5-5141

Illimantar

$ 3 38

If you come to Spartan Book
to do all your shopping.

The stationery and mugs
for gifts ... or for you!

The Music of Christmas
Reg. 4.98Special

Christmas bucks can be stretched
to fill many a stocking,

See the sweatshirts and T-shirts,
see the hooded jackets, too.

MONAURAL

HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Students have been drawing
and are now almost broke.

Oot

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Four
the

Peake/ ,
hu

Colts Ruin 49er
Hopes, 34-14

Denver Spills
Spartans, 64-47

Francisco’s 49ers, making a game of it for three
the might of a 14-point Baltimore
quarters. fell before
stanza Saturday, 34-14. before a packed
final
j
tlie
,plurge

I’s shop

Repair
AM Auto
A GENERAL
AUTO REPAIR

SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
student rates CY 5-4247
456 E. San Salvador

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
Student rate 500
Spec;a1 price on driving range for
studnts.
Sc. Jose’s most complete
aolflog confer
l0TH & TULLY ROAD

cAete SLATE
MAYFAIR

:T
men
royl
’ront
ched
Drge,

g,2
n in

In Color

"NORTH BY
NORTHWEST"
Gary Grant - Eva Marie Saint
James Mason
PLUS

"BADLANDERS"
B3rgnine
A.ion Ladd

995
kfrka-x-six

GAY THEATER
ALL IN COLOR

’NORTH BY NORTHWEST’
Eva Marie Saint
C . , %.,-ant
Jarres Mason
PLUS ...

’FIRST MAN IN SPACE’
IAN JOSE

This showing ends Saturday

’ISERS

EL RANCHO
Drive-in
"A WOMAN LIKES SATAN"
:ette Bardot
\.,ricent Price in ...

-

"THE BAT"
-- PLUS

"ANNA LUCASTA"

house In Kezar Stadium,
Trailing only 20-14 with nine
minutes left, the 49ers saw their
last chance for a victory go out
the window when quarterback
Johnny Unitas hit end Ray Berry
with a bullet in the endzonc a
few minutes later to put the game
on Ice for the visitors with five
minutes left.
The Colt defense, except for
one momentary lapse when J.D.
Smith scored on a 66-yard burst
over left tackle, pilfered six
49er arerlais during the afternoon.
John Brodie, who never rose to
the occasion, was replaced by the
old "Bald Eagle" Y.A. Tittle, and
the gimpy quarterback directed
the final touchdown drive late in
the third quarter, hitting Hugh
Mc Elhenny on a 21 -yard pass play
to give the Bay Area eleven their
second score.
San Francisco’s defense during
the first half was at times superb,
holding the Colts several times,
but the offense couldn’t capitalize
on their mates’ good showing.
Time after time, the defensive secondary threw the 49er runners
back for losses or picked off a
Brodie pass.
Unitas ended the game with
three touchdown passes under his
belt which ran his scoring passing
string to 36 straight ball games.
His total for the season of 29 tops
the old mark of 28 set by Sid
Luckman for the Chicago Bears
in 1943 (10 games).
It appeared that late In thesecond quarter, the 49er hope
for a vietory had been shattered
when Milt Davis, colt defensive
half, snared a Brodie pass and
ran it bark 57 yards to give the
Colts a 14-0 lead.
J. D. Smith, the only 49er to
gain much of anything on the
ground, caught the Colt defense
red-dogging on a play shortly before the half, and bumped off tacklers and burst into the open,
maneuvering the last Baltimore
defender on the 30-yard line, to
score the first 49er touchdown.
49er coach Red Hickey said after the game, "The Colts have a
-.did offense and a tough defense.
or kids turned In a great job."

TOWNE THEATER

pre en

CY 7-3060
INGMAR
BERGMAN S

ArcFor

3

one of the
few great motion
.,pictures of
our time"

Windup% N.Y. Post

tali

beirleg

"s "HAPPY IS THE BRIDE’
A Merry Comedy in Morrie Otd Englo;I:1

la, Car,chael - Terry Thomas - Janette Scot’

Joice G

STARTS WED., NOV. 25 . . . Two weeks or longer

a

iradiiion at

,‘;;/-

.Apert4
Monday, I

San Jose State run into good height and speed Saturday night in Denver against the Pioneers, who used a fast
break to good advantage, to roll over the hapless Spartans, 64-47.

Mural Shorts

Netters Chase

POOSH-EM-UPStanding under the basket, Russia’s Van Kruminsh, a giant of a basketball player standing 7 feet 3 inches
makes his teammate Maigonis Valomanis, a mere 5 feet I I inches,
look like a dwarf. The Russians currently are engaging an American basketball team in a six game exhibition four.

Gymnastic Prospects
Bright This Season
around; and Jon Hazen, horizontal
bar and free exercise. Freshman
graduates expected to help include
Don Papson, side horse and Jerry
Penn, horizontal bar. Both men
were standouts on the freshman
squad last year,
Former freshman Ian KobliCk
has transferred to Chico State afBerkeley, will have returning, Bob ter trying the University of Alaska
Haywood, fifth place finisher in for summer school.
the NCAA meet on the trampoline
In dual meet competition this
and Ted Bogios, 10th place fin- season, the Spartans will face
isher in the same event.
University of California twice,
third place finishers in the NCGustafson will lose Harry
AA last year as well as strong
Love, 10th place finisher in the
teams from Stanford and Washrope climb and Bob Davis, the
ington State.
team’s top scorer the past two
The 1959-60 schedule is:
seasons.

Prospects for the 1959-60
gymnastics team appear
bright, according to head
coach Bill Gustafson.
The Spartans, who finished 13th in the NCAA
championships last year at

Dec. 12Pacific Assn. AAU chamLettermen returning include
Lonnie Christensen, parallel bars; pionships at San Francisco Stet..
Jan. 16, 1960Cal., S.F. State, Sac
Tom Kakinami, side horse, rings
and rope climb; D011 O’Hannes, all- State, SJS at Berkeley.
Feb. 12Stanford, Sac. State hare.
Feb. 13Cel, SF State here.
Feb. 19L.A. State, Long Beach State
San Diego State, SJS at L.A.
Feb. 20UCLA Invitational.
March 3Washington State, SJS st
Stanford.
March 4PCI at Berkeley.
Defending WCAC champions I March 15-19NCAA at Penn Ste -e
and runner up in last season’s wesApril 9Calif. State College char,
tern regionals to national cham- pionships at Cal Poly.
pions California. the SI. Mary’s
Gaels will have their problems this
year in trying to repeat as champions.
The Galloping Gaels lost four
of their starters from last year’s
edition with only All-American
candidate Tom Meschery at forward (6-6) returning. The Gaels
will not be lacking in the height
department, however, as their
front line averages over 6-6 with
towering 6-9 Al Claiborne at the
center post.

Denver Center Bob Ginstead,
standing a mere 6-7, controlled the
backboards for the Pioneers and
also the scoring column with 16

Four State Tilts
Slated for TV

BAKMAS
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

.

250
500
from 350
$1

Glitter in all colors, shaker bottle

Block printing ink, tube
Linoleum blocks in many sizes
Linoleum cutters, five blades

and scall;aper co.
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
10th & Santa Clara
CY2-046?

VALLEY FAIR

DOWNTOWN. 112 S. 2nd

Have a real cigarette -have a

. adedion

Th. Lincoln National Lilo
Insurance Company

Crown

Gael Forward
Only Returnee

mosher s.
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pot. Spartans, who fell behind at
the offset of the contest. creild
The’ All -College Tennis Tourna- not keep pace with the speedy
ment got under way last week Skyline Conference entry on thy’
with more than 40 men participat- hoards as the winners hauled in
AL CORRAL
ing.
58 of 104 rebounds.
College AgentSan Jcse State
Caliber of play in the tourney
Denver’s speedy guard combioranged from novice players to sev- ation of Jerry Cole and Bob
l
a
e
!57
veteran
shot r
makers
off of .
accounted for 27 more of Den COLLEGE MEN
last year’s third place NCAA Spar- ver’s winning total, mainly 011
tan team,
their speed and hustle on fast
Are you as ready to step info the
Thus far in the tourney all the breaks.
business and professional world as
top seeded men have reached the
you think you are?
with 12
McGrath
Joe
Guard
quarter finals.
Entering into your new occupation
high point honors for
snagged
in the near future will bring on
A trio of varsity veterans, Nick
quintet which was
State
the
new responsibilities . . . end the
Scharf, Bob Hill and Bill Scheafer,
very important matter of life indown 32-24 at halftime. Once
were seeded one-two-three.
protection takes on added
surance
Spartans were cold
the
again
The rest of the seeded players
importance. The Lincoln College
hitting a dismal
the
floor
from
exclusively for cok
designed
Plan,
were Don Kliss. Gordy Stroud, Larwhile the Denver
lege men, is e plan that will fit
ry Willens, Still Judah and John 28.1 per cent
you now and can be adjusted to
outfit was sinking the casaba at
Bousquet in that order.
your needs in the future.
clip.
Kliss, Stroud and Judah are a 39.1
Benefit with These Advantages
You
members of what varsity net coach
Butch Krikorian expects will be
Low rate to students
a good freshman squad.
Flexibilitytailored to presBOWLINGSeven teams have
ent and future needs
indicated their interest in the upYou make no regular
coming intramural bowling. The
deposits until you are out of
Four of San Jose State’s has teams held a meeting and practice
school
session at Mels Palm Bowl last ketball games will be televised ac week. League season starts Thurs- cording to present plans of station
Get complete information on the
KTVU (channel 2). Games with
day.
Lincoln College Plan from
Teams entered in the league California (Dec. 12t, USF (Dec.
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
thus far include AFROTC, King 261, St. Mary’s (Jan. 23) and San SJS Campus Agent
Pins, Team No. 9, Sobes-n-Mofes. ta Clara (Feb. 6, are slated to Ire
CY 7-7366
The Net, Riverside Rebs and Her- te1.,
man’s Hall.
Intramural director Dale Swire
said that the league could handle
MAKE YOUR OWN
ten teams if there is more interest. Interested students are in CHRISTMAS CARDS
,:t,identeedsdatyo.
,Il
see him before noon
Complete selection of interesting paper:,
with matching envelopes. From 30 to 25c
Mural

CAMEL

9.

4g4

Versatile Britches
i

cpaPtan

Paottt acita, SPORTS CAR
DRIER AND. ’CONSULTANT ENGINEER

,

. :style
. quality

dif
Altogether 14 styles of
cotton threads in both
flapback or continentals.
from

tE

’13

COLLEGE CORDS
THICKSET, comfortable
durable, and washable.
flapbacks in natural
rrnentals in olive and brown

BY

4.95

DAY’S

KLONDIKE COTTONS
A SMART Brawny Fabric.
natural and olive/mustard
washable

mosher’s for men

m

41

41
.41

SAN JOSE STATE’S TRADITIONAL SHOP

our ivonten’o ohop for Chri311110.1 ;4(13
111-t...tt

50

41h Si.
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
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T4Unceo Len. 0 ...Ann n.l. in. 5. L.
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\ try

eamemmerevasnammois
n

1 I

6,1
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S.SPARTAN HATTY

Love in Bloom
PINNINGS

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, BOB FOsTEIL gave his fraternity pin to
Kappa Alpha Theta NANCY
CRANDALL recently. Bob is a
junior history major; Nancy is a
junior education major.
A white, decorated candle was
passed at the Sigma Kappa sorority house to announce the pinning
of DIANE LI1MMES and JOHN
REMICIL John, a sophomore accounting major, is attending College of San Mateo. Phi Delta Kappa is his fraternity. Diane is a
freshman home economics major
here at SJS.
NORMA SADLER, senior general education major, is wearing
a pin given her by KEN SANGUINETT!, from San Francisco. Ken
is doing graduate work this year
at SJS. He graduated last January. Norma hails from Modesto.
GEORttIA BREMER, from
Santa Monica, and JERRY
BROWN, from Van Nuys, became pinned recently. t.eorgia is
a senior elementary education
major at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Jerry, a
member of Delta Upsilon fraternity, is a junior political science
major.
JAN BRINK, Delta Gamma, was
serenaded by JACK ROSLE’s fraternity, Alpha Tau Omega, in celebration of their being pinned. Jan
is an education major; Jack is a
business and industrial management major. His hometown is Bakersfield.
Sigma Nu fraternity serenaded
CAROLYN FRITZLER and RON
HELSTRUP In honor of their pinning. Carolyn is a sophomore, from
San Carlos; Ron is a junior psychology major from Redwood City.

upic? li-la rd on Com m Lai n g Coeds"

.
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lice major from Berkeley, told his
sigma Nu fraternity brothers of IIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiii11111111111111101111111111111111111110 01011111111101011101110111111
his engagement to JEER! VIALE.
Jerri, who hails from Livermore,
is attending Kaiser Nursing School
in Oakland.
San Jose City College Art In- per, scissors and glue will be
MARRIAGES
structor William Shelley will de- shown to women students.
Mr. Shelley is president of the
ELAIS TOTAH and MARDELL monstrate Christmas decoration
Santa Clara Valley chapter of the
HUDSON recited marriage vows
techniques
at
an
AWS
meeting
Nov. 21 in Alameda. Elias, sophoPacific Arts Assn. He has written
more industrial arts major, is a Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the En- a book on paper sculpture and a
series of articles on holiday decor
member of Sigma Nu fraternity. gineering Lecture Hall, E118.
Maiden is a sophomore education
Inexpensive ways to decorate which will appear next month in a
the home for Christmas with pa- national magazine.
major.

AWS To Hear Decor Talk

By JOYCE FLORES
Is "long distance" campus love
too hard for commuting SJS coeds
to manage? Many on-campus women say yes, and many traveling
friends agree, but do not dispair.
As one commuting coed put it,
’’You can always make opportunities to meet men." How? "rhe
boys I ride to school with are a
captive audience," said a freshman
commuting from Saratoga, who
claims she has no problem dating
SJS men. Classes and friends are
her prime date sources.
Fellow %%Innen travelers agree
but also add campus activities

and organizations as ways of
meeting the opposite sex socially. Department doingsband, orchestra, publications, etc.were
specific actis Hies most frequently mentioned.

A few women interviewed claimed that a heavy traveling schedule
did not hinder their dating life,
but admitted that they did have
steady boyfriends, whom they had
met at home.
But their unattached friends
traveling any distance from school
manage weekend dates by staying
on campus with friends or relatives. "Boys without cars would

r

have no ssay of picking
tne
home," remarked one
senior s.
man. However, another
disagreed
"I don’t think this sit
uatiun is hut
to handle, if the date Is
well-atm
ned and if the two
parties don’
live a great distance
apart"
"The double date is
always a
solution." said another
tvonaa
Luncheon and coffee dates
aeo:
mentioned as ways for
interN.
ed people to get acquainted
out transportation problems.sine
Hut, when asked if they
would
prefer to live on campus
for soda]
reasons, all commuting
women in,
terviewed gave an
emphatic "yes

Introducing . .
Santa Clara County’s most Complete
Regional Shopping Center

to the SPARTANS of San Jose State
These 12 progressive merchants of Dynamic Valley Fair are pleased to serve the students of San
Jose State. Come and get acquainted . . you’ll find courteous service awaits you and fine merchandise values.

50 Major StoresOpen Every Night until 9:30

ENGAGEMENTS
SHARON MALONEY recently
announced her engagement to
BRIAN PADDOCK to members of
Roger Williams Fellowship, of
which she is a past president. Brian is a member of Tau Delta Phi
and is also president of the Spartan Y. Sharon is editor of the 1960
La Torre. Jan, 31 is the date set
for the wedding.
MARILYN WYLIE announced
her engagement to Midshipman
JIM HART of Annapolis this
week. Marilyn is a senior education major. Jim is a junior; he
holds the Navy’s record for discus throw and shot put. Both
hail from Walnut Creek.
ELAINE MARSHALs. surprised
her Kappa Delta sorority sisters
at Friday night’s pledge dance
when she passed the traditional
candle to announce her engagement to STEVE STUPARICH.
Steve is the son of KD Province
Chairman Geraldine Stuparieh
who was present at the dance. She
remarked, "I don’t know whether
to think of her as a sister or a
daughter." Elaine is a sophomore
education major at SJS. Steve attends San Jose City College, and
holds a part-time job. The couple
plan to be married in 1961.
BOB BELL gave an engagement ring to SUSAN WASSON.
Susan, a member of Alpha Chi
Omega, halls from Lafayette.
Bob is a police major here at
state. Berkeley is his hometown.
VF, LONG AKER, junior p0-

Joseph Magnin
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER

EMBROIDERED ROSEBUD CARDIGAN
Delicate roseouas
c,,k or white
blooming in gay profusion on a classic,
white cardigan! Of soft, pure orlon, it is
available in sizes 36 to 40. A lovely.
thoughtful gift from the im sport shcr
Sorry, no phone orders.

Coeds at Doll Tea’
Thu, local t,orority kt.otrattl ttlunteered to play background music
at the Annual Doll Tea, sponsored by Goodwill Industries, recently. Helping during the event
were Robin Carlson, Delta Zeta;
Stefani Cecil, Kappa Kappa Gamma; and Sharon Wilson, Gamma
Phi Beta.

Stuart’s
18 VALLEY FAIR

Oriental Gift Shop
You’ll find a complete selection of oriental
gift items, each exhibiting the painstaking
care characteristic of oriental art.

only

14.95

All Gift Items
Packed and Shipped Anywhere

Grodins for

McWhorter -Young Stationers

Florsheim Shoes

54 VALLEY FAIR

Downtown, 165 S. FIRST

.
F:orsheim
’all other quality makes combined!

Florsheim

SALE
Aristo

Values from 19.95

Florsheim

10" size

SHOE DEPT.

Multi -Log
Reg. 19.95
SALE PRICE

DOWNTOWN, 266 S. FIRST

Features:

Stereo Records
Hi-Fi Records
45 Pop Records

Extended Scales
Leather Case
Multiple Hairline on
Cursor
Snap on Cursor for
easy der:ring
Instruction Booklet

STEREO FHONOS - TAPE RECORDERS
RADIOS - TELEVISION and APPLIANCES

Kathy Don
76 VALLEY FAIR

Webster’s Shoes
AX

6-6900

86 VALLEY FAIR

NATURALIZERS
PADADISE KITTENS
SPALDINGS

32 to 40
Famous brand name in assorted col-,
Ideal for Christmas.

Reg
6.98

Cardigans .
Slip-Overs .

and a complete line of
BUSTER BROWN shoes for children.

. . 4.99
. . 3.99

Watch this page

CH 8-3921
featuring:

Orlon Sweaters

Reg
7.98

Choice

Multi -Trig
Reg. 11.95
SALE PRICE

Coast Radio
82 VALLEY FAIR

Your

We honer

char-Jo pietas
up to em months to pay ’no servIce rbarge.

DOWNTOWN, 161 S. FIRST

Visit our two stores glittering with
that’s new in apparel for Chirstmes
all with

’The Stuart Look’
Sommer & Kaufmann
4 VALLEY FAIR

D:d you 5:y

SHOES ... curricular and cut",

cular? Then WE’RE FOR YOU . . . for we
happiest and shoe -jest store in Valley Fair .

Slide -Rules

GRODINS VALLEY FAIR

Frozen Heather
Request Filled
1VERNESS, Scotland (1:PD
What won’t they think of next department: a Scottish frozen food
expert says his firm has perfected
a method of freezing flowers.
Firm manager Alan Thornton
said Americans started it all by
asking for some frozen heather.
"There were difficulties," said
Thornton. "The heather became brittle when frozen and
broke when handled. But now we
have found a way of freezing it
which is completely successful.
"Unfortunately we discovered
how to do it too late for this
year’s St. Andrew’s Night the
heather crop was over. By next
year we hope to be in this business in a big way."
Meanwhile, Thornton said, his
company has tried the same process with roses.
"And it works wonderfully," he
said. "I wore a rose bud in my
buttonhole for five days last week
after it had been frozen for three
weeks."

Celebrity House
42 VALLEY FAIR

flats that dance,

personality pumps.

C

slippers. We’re strong on the MALE SIDE,
-.
And ire we ready for Christmas! Yes ... WE’RE
FOR YOU!

the Fashion
6 VALLEY FAIR

CH 3-8000

The Store wiith the

Straight "A" Look
R and K
Miss Pat

i’13;:es s,d :ports.. oar LY
Susan Thomas
aJunor
jorlth
Adelaar

e

5;:es 5 to 15 6 +0 18
Other Fashion Stores of
SANTA ROSA SAL INAS - WOODLAND - MARYSVILLE. HAYWARD

CH 8-2618

ATHEDTcti S

Valley Fair Barber Shop
in hair styling
for men, women, and children.

Specialized service

We Specialize in Short Cuts for Women
at no increase in

price

811

Located in the Concourse

You’ll soon meet more of the 50 major stores of

Valley fair

Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose

